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VITA MUTATUR, NON TOLLITUR
by Dom Leon Robert, O.S.B.
Scripture teaches us to distinguish three kinds of hirth
and three kinds of death.
There is the birth into natural life, when an infant
leaves the womb of his mother. Then there is birth into supernatural life, when, through Baptism, Holy Mother the
Church begets it. In His discussion with Nicodemus, the
Lord has clearly pointed out the distinction between these
two kinds of birth. The third kind is the birth into celestial
and eternal life, the true and final birth, after which one dies
no more. This is the real dies natalis of a man, and when
the Church honors the saints, it is the anniversary of this
birthday which she celebrat.es in liturgical cult.

It is noteworthv that these three kinds of birth are all,
in some way, sourc~s of joy: joy in heaven at the throne of
the Father of all creatures, just as on earth among the families of men. The first kind of birth, although tainted by
original sin, is not an exception to this joy. It, too, brings
its endowment of joy, for life, even to a sinner, is a thing of
goodness, a gift of God, and original sin is not indelible.
Baptism, whether of fact or merely desire, can erase it. This
is why the Lord, in seeking to depict a pure and great joy,
has chosen that one as illustration: "A woman, when about
to give birth, is in dolor because her hour is at hand; but
when she has brought forth her child, she no longer remembers her sorrows, because of her joy that a man is born
into the world."
In opposition to these three kinds of birth, the three
kinds of death are accompanied by sorrow. This opposition
is total, and the sorrow which results is inconsolable, in the
case of the worst of deaths, that "eternal death" from which
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we a~k, through the moving supplications of the Libera to
1w delivered. The liturgy d,.oes not hide from us the extent
of the disaster for the soul to he cast into the regions of
fire, into the" deep lake," into rrartarus, into the" jaws of
the lion." This is an irremediable death, the most complete
of all, for it is the separation of the soul from God, the only
souree of life. The second kind of death, that which, in this
world, causes mortal sin within us, is also the source of a
terrible sorrow, hut this death, so long as the sinner yet lives
on this earth, is not without remedy, and by a sincere conver~ion, through sacramental absolution, the sinner obtains,
through the merc~' of God, His resurrection into supernatural
life.
rrhere remains the very special case of the principal kind
of death, natural death, which is the separation of the body
from the soul, the farewell given to this world, to all those
who love us, to all those whom we love and who must yet
remain. A physical suffering, a mental suffering, this death
is also a source of sadness. Yet, we know that there are
happ~; deaths.
How can joy and sadness come from the
same source?
Our supernatural history provides the explanation.
We were created to be happy forever: happy in seeing
and loving God, rejoiring in Him and being with Him.
But, hardly had ·we been created when we lost everything. Original sin separated us from God, the source of all
real happiness, and in addition, we merited severe punishments: suffering and death. Joy gave way to sorrow, and
had God wished to do so, He ('ould have left us in that state
in perfeet justiee.
God did not wi~h to do so. He promised to restore
eWl"ything provided that His justice should be satisfied.
~J oreover, from the moment that He forgave Adam and Eve,
H(' already knew Him Who would satisfy that justice. He
therefore immediately granted the good effects of this satis1"1('d justiee to Adam and his race, restoring them to the state
-4-
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of grace. Yet, although He granted them frpply pradically
all the good pffects, He did reserve one aspect of them.
Adam did not eompletely find that original state in whi('h
he had lived before his sin. He remained suhjeet. to tllf' disorders which his disohedierlee had called down upon him. He
regained the contact with God, source of all happiness, and
this was a gift or mercy, hut he remained subject to the
weight of the (lisorder produced by his sin, of suffering an(l
death. 'rhis is what he owed to God ':,; justiee.
Man heeame therefore, for the entire length of his lifp
on earth, t.he ohjed of two oppm;ing laws: a law of penitence and death and a law of joy and lifp. rt is impossible
to eseape the t'irst; man on this earth must suffer and dip.
Homo natus de lJIuiiere, brel'i ri1'ens tempore, repletur multis
1n iseriis.'
Quite naturally, then, this maintained a semw of
sorrow in our hearts. Rut sin('.e God has rest.ored us to life
and grace, He has formulated for us a law or joy: "Serve
God in happiness."2 These are elearly two laws or equal
foree and requin}lllent, but whieh appear to he in ('ontnulietion to a point oi" Illutual px('lusion.
Yet, they hoth ('OlllP i"rol\l (Jod. 'I'}wy arp ('ontradi('tol'Y
only in a}JpparalH'P.
I,'irst, they an' hased on the salllP point or view. They
do not take man into eonsideration in the same way. 'I'he law
or suffering and dpath is a law oi" our nature left to itself.
It belongs, in a sense, to the physical (If"(lpr of things, aIHl
(me eannot detmd from it any IlIon' than one ('an i"rom the
other laws of nature. It clearly earries the mark of a punlRhment whi('h thp guilt.y one l"P('eiveR paRsivply.
rrhe other law, on the (~olltmry, that oj' joy, is a l1loral
whieh is addn)SRed to our intelligenee and to our frep
will. Man ean rpfuRe to follow it. He ('an, in sinning rUI'ther, separate himsp]f from God and lose every motiv(' for
rejoicing in Hint. But if he voluntarily (~OnsentR to ob(~~"
llre(~ept

1.

2.

Job, XU', 1.

Lesson V of Matins of the Dead.
Psalm XCIX, 1. ..fll"/Ilia' of thp Sunday within the (ktave of the Epiphany.
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nod, t.o seek his .io~· in Him, in t.he assured hope of pleasing
H illl and of hein~ loved hy Him, he will draw strength from
that ver~' ~rac(' which Oorl ~ives him according to His promlsP. r(,]w lllotivps, the ('auses of his joy are of a supernatural
order. '('he~' l)(']ong to a worM existing above and beyond
this lower nature in whieh the law of suffering anrl rleath
holds swa~·.
Hut this is not suffieient to explain the enigma. God
lIi(1 not wish t.hat there should h(' tIl(' least contradiction, the
lpast separation lwtw('en these laws. He has linked them inseparahl~' to ('aeh other. Gorl is pleased to l'e~;olve this kind
of <Ii ffi('u1t~·, and .iust as He is thp only Person able to creat.e,
thnt is, to produce a heing from nothingness, in the same
wa~' H(' is ahle to prochwp good from the bad, joy from suffpl'ing and life frolll rleath. '('he reason is this: from the
lpvel of 11lP1'e ('xpiation and ehastisement which suffering
and death wpre to be, anrl which they remain for hardened
sinners, God has raiserl them to the dignity of satisfaction
and merit: Ut quod profmntiatum est ad SUIJplicum, in remedium transferatttr aeternumt: so that what was declared
as a punishment. was changerl into an eternal remedy.l
Henceforth suffering will serve to purchase joy, and death
will serve to procure eternal life. r(,his wonder was achieved
for the first time anrl in its perfection in Our Lord Jesus
Christ. His sufferings, sorrows and death have purchased
eternal life anrl happiness for all humanity.
Anrl in fact, each of us can profit from this redemption.
It. suffices that we wish to join the family of the new Adam
anrl that we be rehorn to the very life of Jesus. N ow this
life consists precisely in suffering and death for resurrection
and entry into the glory of the Father: "It was necessary
that Christ should suffer and that by that means He should
ent.er into His glory,' '2 the Lord Himself said to the disciples
of Emmaus. To be a living member of Christ is to pass
through the same things Christ passed through during His
earthly life, and we can understand, then, the zeal of the
1.

2.

Prayer of the third prophecy of the Vigil of Pentecost.
Luke, XXIV, 26. Gospel of Easter Monday.
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saints for suffering and their joyful acceptance of df'ath
through martyrdom. This was not, however, merely suffering and death in themselves, which are ills and punishments,
but rather the suffering and death !)f Christ, prolonged
through ours, with their redeeming, life-giving and sanctifying virtues, opening the gates to eternal glory.
It is not, then, a question of any suffering and death,
but only of those which have been elevated to the dignity of
satisfaction, of redemption and' sacrifice, because they are
those of Christ, continued through us. The work whieh establishes forever the degree of merit, the extent of glory
of the Christian, living member of Christ, is his death, his
full sacrifice. Here we find ourselves a long way from the
original notion of death as a penal law, a physical, ineseapable law, a punishment and an expiation without respite.
Death has now become, for those who will make it a voluntary offering, a gift which pleases God, an adoration, a
praise, a thanksgiving, a prayer into which our heart is
completely given, that sacrifice "of sweet odor" which obtains all forgiveness and complete resurrection. Death is
the door opened to true and eternal joy and the objeet of
ardent desires. "Death is to me a victory," said St. Paul,1
And Saint Andrew, seeing the instrument of his martyrdom: "0 bona crux, diu desiderata!" (" 0 good cross, so
long desired!")2 St. Theresa said: "Aut pati, aut mori."
("Either suffer, or die")3 She saw no other tasks to accomplish in this world. Fjverything else seems empty, sad
and unbearable to her. Moreover, we should not think that
this joy of suffering and death for God is found only among
persons living since the passion of Jesus. Even the saints
of the Old Tetament, no doubt in a less significant and
fruitful manner, understood this extraordinary relationship
between suffering and joy, death and life.

For it is Christ alone, in Whose Person are united the
suffering, mortal nature of man and the eternal and blessed
nature of God, and Who has assumed our sins, taking them
1.
2.
3.

Philip., I., 21.
A ct. St. A ndrew, Lesson VIII of matins of his feast.
Lesson of matins of the feast of St. Theresa.
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away while a(~hipvin~ full jm;tice, it is He alone 'Vho could
a('('olllplish HlP tramnnutation of death into life. All other
llIPn togpthPl", uniting the limitpd value of their acts and all
their dpaths, ('ould not have aehieved the satisfaction of justice and merited eternal life. Punishment woul<l have relllailw(l punishlllPnt, a purp expiation, passively received,
nf'vpr beeollling satisraetion, oblation and redemption. But
in uniting oursplvps to Christ, the new Adam, new head of
all mankind, our suffering and death have Imit their terri I\ing aspeets: thf'Y have he{'ome the priee of happiness.
Thus death has he en ahsorbed hy life. Our death is
hen('('forth so dosl:'ly relatl:'d to the third kind of hirth, noted
ahovf~, to tllP trup hi rth, that hirth into eternal and blessed
lir(~, that it now appears only as the first moment of that
hirth. Of ('oursp that finit moment orcurs here on earth, the
vallp~· or tpars, and the last view of it and the separations
whi('h axp ahout to take pla{'1:' are completely colored hy the
vipw of this valley of tears. But this is a door which opens
into light, in whi{'h we shall immediately see HlP }~ather, Tnf'initl:' Lovl:', Who extends His arms to us.
rrhe Church in her liturgy of the dead npvertheless maintains a part of the gravity and sorrowful suppli('ation whi{'h
veils, to a great ext.ent, the true naturp of her praypr. It is
as though, as an attentivp mother, shp wOlTi!"s about tllf'
weahr oihpr ('hildren. Tn the face of dpath she rPlHinds the
hpf'dless, thp pprvprsp and the ignorant that their ptprnal
dpstiny hangs on that last hour and that the1'p is a Hell. Shp
J"f'llIinds thosp who fear thp justiep of God and the ~pvpritif'~
of Purgatory that divine merey I"Pjeets no one who confides
in her. Hhe know~ that all men need prayers to supplement
the inadequary of their expiation. She knows that every day,
at every hour, ('ountless souls are called to appear before the
Hovereign .Judge, without having had the visible aid of a
priest or the grace of a sacrament. This is why the Church
must constantly remain, with the sorrowing Virgin, in continuous appeal at the foot of the cross.
But this is not the entire essence of the liturgy of the
dead. For those who know, for those who live in faith, hope
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and eharit~·, who know the promises of the Heart of .T esus,
for theRe the maRS and offiee of the dead are illuminated
with eternal light. rrhe first prayer of the office is a (']'~. of
joy: Placebo Domino "in re,qione t,i1'0t'll1Jl. 1 Then, too, the
first wo]'dR of the maRR evoke the hlesRed peace and heatific
light of Heaven: llequiem aef'en/ai/II dona eis Domine, et lux
perpet1uL luceat eis. 2 '1'he Church knowR that we mourn our
dead, but she eonRoleR Ul"' and (trieR our tears while telling us
that the~' yet live. Fo]' thol"'e who die in the Lord, (leath
<loes not take a\va:v life: it tranSfOl'lllR it.: Vita lIlutatur, nOli
tollitur.3 'llhe Gm:;pels and~~pistles in the masses of the dead
are merely the reealling of the solemn promise of God, "\Vho
opens Heaven to UR and 'Vho giveR us a share of His own
life in the radiation of His own p;lory. It is, then, with firm
confidence in the fact that God will hear the supplieations
of the liturgy for eaeh of those who Rleep in the blessed
ground of the cemetery that we sing ceaselessly with the
Chureh: "Forgive their sins, 0 Lord, grant them eternal
life in that holy light which you have promised to Ahraham
and to his children."4
Is it not by instind that the pious faithful are motivated
when, in spite of their heavy hearts, they come to the cemeteries on the feaRt of All Saintl"' to decorate the tombs of
their departed with flowers, as though to include them in
the joy of that feast'? rrhe month of Novemher is heginning,
and nature is entering that melancholy sleep of winter, too
often a reflection of life on earth. But the dead are alreadY
in that "Land of the living" where shines the sun of a~
eternal summer, and we want the cemetery, where their borlies
await the resurrection, to be on that feast an image of
Heaven, the most beautiful of gardens. The Church approves this custom, and above the ringing of the deathknell
and the singing of the Dies irae, she fills the hearts of the
faithful with the reminder of the promise of endless happiness: ., Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord."5
1.

the
2.
3.
4.
5.•

"I shall please God in the region of the living." First antiphon of Vespers of
Dead.
Introit of the Mass of the Dead.
Preface of the Requiem Mass.
Offertory of the Requiem Mass.
.1 poe., X 117, 1J. Epistle of the daily mass for the dead.
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THE INTROIT AND KYRIE OF THE REQUIEM
MASS AND THE RESPONSORY SUBVENITE
by Henri Potiron
I wish to discuss the Introit, Ky'rie and the Responsory
Subvenite from the Mass and Office of the dead. In spite of
their apparent simplicity, these pieces are especially illuminating for us, as much as regards the modal analysis as
the accompaniment.
Introit
q~ ~C------------------·--------~ti~~~-=---------
VL

R
ne:

I

I

.1..' III ralill 1\1: i J, r- ; ~'t""t
EQU\- EM
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c •• "
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I •i
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c....
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• • • • I •

o-ra-ti- o-nem me- am, ad te omnis ea-ro

.1 . .

II

Re-qui- em.
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Kyrie
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From the very intonation of the Requiem we are in
tritus plagal, even though no hexachord has been determined
and no third has heen heard, 'rhis intonation formula belongs specifically to the sixth mode. The double fa is pl~ced
on the accented syllahle (see, for example, the Gradual
Chrishls factus est). ",'Then the double fa occurs as a second
element, a re precedes it (see, for example, the Gradual
Timebunt gentes) . We also have the case of the Introit
Quasi modo geniti, in which this last word is the only accented one. The case of the Alleluia of Holy Saturday, however, (tetrardus plagal) is not the same style.
'Ve might be tempted to convey the third re-fa with a
('hord of D minor falling on the fa, hut. this re is merely a
preparatory degree, a sort of remote sub-tonic, similar to the
fa in tetrardus and the do in protus and only the harmony of
F major suits the modal character of the passage, dominated
as it is hy the importance of the tonic. 1
There are no special difficulties in the word Requie·m.
There is a root position chord of F, and, if one should so
wish, a change to the first inversion at the end of the word:
1. For a case of the importance which can be assumed by the low' re, see, for
example, the Communion In splcndoribus: the beginning (where it is impossible to
avoid D minor) and particularly the passages of utero and luciferum, frequently
found formulas.
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Then, we note, it is pointless to underscore the ictus of
the following salicus. This is a matter of the choral interpretation, since, if we seek to emphasize every detail of the
performance, we shall overdo the thing. It is not the same
for the pressus on sol, however, which would sound bad if
taken as a non-chord tone. Sinee, however, the whole piece
is constructed in the B-flat hexachord, the chord of C major
is eompletely impossible. It is unfortunate that so many aceOlllpanists think that they are mere1:v in F major here and
hlithel~- use the so-called perfect cadence at Domine and at
eis, when coming to a close. If this introit were written on
G (or sol), whieh is perfectl~' possihle, it would remain as a
piece in tritus plagal, hut. the semi tone below the tonic would
not be possible. 'l'his shows how much the nature of a Gregorian mode is independent of the intervals of the scale
(which in this piece would he the same, whether it were written on F, G or C) and of the cadence (which here is impreeise, heing analysable either as tritus or tretrardus), but that
the mode is, on the other hand, dependent on processes of
composition (mode = manner of composing).
On the other hand, the B flat is not heard immediately
at the heginning. This is not, however, a systematic use of
an equivocal structure; we shall anticipate it, although this
is not always advisable. Of course the chord of G minor includes a D which is never heard in the melody, hut it is one
thing to take the D as a chord root and quite another to take
is as the fifth of a G chord or the third of the chord of B flat.
Otherwise the only possible chord would be that of F. We
shall refrain from treating the half-cadence of aeternam with
a ]) minor chord, but the B flat placed under the accented
syllable as a bass note will be perfectly acceptable:
-12-
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We can keep the same arrangement up to the great elassical formula of eis Domine. Note that up to that point everything is contained in the third fa-la, which confirms the
quality of tritus plagal. 'rhe continuation belongs to the
authentic mode as well, but it is often found written a whole
step higher as a formula in tetrardus. The melodic curve
G-B flat indicates the harmony of G minor, which permits m;
to make a plagal cadence, the only possible one. This ehonl,
taken in inversion, gives a B flat in the bass, but it ean
also be used over a tonic pedal;

[e]-is

I~! J

~

[p.
•

- "'"

Pi£ffi:+;e J p,J A L
I

,;;:

-

1.

""

~J

~r'

I

The cadence of Domine is obviously compound; thus
there is a chord of F on the next-to-Iast ~yllable. To bring
out the final clivis there are three solutions; (1) traditional
suspension of the tenor, with resolution at the clivis, (2) a
discreetly handled six-four chord on the tonic pedal, with
resolution to the tonic chord at the end, and (3) a simple
drop of the chord voices to a lower octave:
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I ~~SL JJ~~JJ kJ
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--,....

I

~d.

r~r>'

~

r-

{~-

b
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i

j

D~ ~

In the first example the melony sounds the resolution
notE' of the suspension during the sounding of the suspension
itself; this is contrar~' to the academic rules. But the melodic
~\ is in ib;elf lllerel~' an ornament, since the tonic F takes all
harmonic importancE'. Nevertheless, since \ve are concerned
with a major thinl, this treatment is somewhat harsh. In
similar cadences in protus with a minor third the suspension
is wore l'eadil~' acceptahle. Basically, I prefer the third solution.
Rt [11.1' j)('rpct1/(/ is estahlished quite ('learl~' on the root
position ehon1 of J<', with a change to the first inversion at
t.llP em1 of the last word, then 11lceat cis follows exadly the
pattf'l'J1 of cis DOll/ine.
~\s regards the Psallll, let UR not forget that a recitation
110tp should hayf' ahsolutf'lY no harmonie movement. Only
thp lllf'<liant and !'inal permit, in this case, by nature of thei~
intplTall', a partieular color:

... in Je- ni- sa- lern.

-

-i~--./

;

j:

t
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ve-ni- et.

... ca- ro

i

t
It is pointless to go into detail on the Kyrie. ,Ve must
not, in particular, allow ourselves to be influenced h~' the /1/ i
which preced.es the cadences. This note should not he eonsidered. as part of the harmony of a C chord; that would give
it too much of the color of a "leading tone." The plagal eadence is needed. here. Naturally the clivis of Kyrie ('an only
he harmonized with a G minor chord (inverted), possibl~'
·with a six-five ('hord (inverted 0 minor sevpnth chord).

. e * en-

i

.....

'-'I

I

....1'-'i'

Ie-

1-

son.

i

1'-'

'rhe Introit aIHl the l(ljrie, whieh an-'. in the ~allH' lI11Hh'.
are easil~' linked together, hut these are two ~('pm'ate pi('('('~'
SOllie composers SE-'elll to havE-' ('on fused thf'lIl into a ~inglp
piece, sometimes even with a mixture of thE-' h'xt~ prozart.
Gounod. in .:.U 01"S et rita, Faure, E-'te.). Tn tIl(' saBW wa~· Pie
J es!(. is mel'el~' thE-' final phra~e of thE-' Sequell('(' Dies IraI'.
and not an independent fragmE-'nt. SOllH'tillH'~ a ('ompo~t'l'
makes a separate pie('e with Pie JeslI ::mng three tillles mHI
the addition of SelJll)iterllalll, horrowe(l from tllP final A,fIIlIlS
Dei, as a conelusion (Gounod, l~'aure, l)urufl<-,. pte.). whil'h is
used, we note, particularly in the Paris area. .\~sl1r('dl~·. 11l
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the ('ounw of a low mass such a piece is not necessarily to be
(~ondemned, hut it does not helong to the Mass of the Dead,
except in the order and posihon as is normal, that is, as the
conclusion of the sequence.
Responsory Subvenite
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The Responsory Subvenite is of a construction similar
to that of the other ancient responsories, such as are found
in the Matins of Christmas, Holy Week, Easter, etc. It waH
restored, however, at the same time as the Vatican edition,
and thus with the same errors. Fortunately, the version of
the Monastic Antiphonale permits us to make a more pr~
cise analysis of it.
The minor third at the beginning (re-fa) is not rare in
the intonation of pieces in deuterus plagal, but it often encloses a mi (final of the mode), or it leads to one. ]'rom thiH
point of view, the two mis of t)idistis in the Responsory Quem
vidistis of Christmas are very characteristic. In the present
case, if we consult the Vatican edition, the rise to fa profoundly alters the modal character. But in the monastie
version we have rni which immediately clarifies the lllodality
as deuterus plagal. It is true that the cadences on re (for
example, that of Dei, in both versions, or the final cadence
of the psalm verse) have a certain analogy with those of protus, to the extent that the dominant la, common to the two
modes (deuterus plagal and protus authentic) is often found
together with an authentic B natural, and even sometimes is
found freely linked to the low reo The style, however, is not
the same here, nor is the general context.
Up to the word Dei, inclusive, the accompaniment presents no difficulties. The flat (Vatican version) of occurite
-17-
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i~ ('ertainl~' w],ong (there is no B at all in the Benedictine
version). It must, therefore, he treated as a non-chord tone,
and over the harUlony of F or of D minor (certainly not
that of C or of .A minor) :

oc- cur-

--

ri- te

~tLLJO
t=E
-...~....

mric1

d=

rrhe formula of An[leli, so common in the repertoire,
two horizontal episemas on the dominant in the
lIlonastie version, which requires the following harmony:
pI'e~enh;

Tltp illl}lortanee taken h~' the dominant suggests that we
(·ltom:p t.ltp ("itoI'd of A lllino]' as a eadenee harmony. It is
wortlt noting, too, that the note douhled hy the addition of
thl' o)'i("m: i~ not Itannonizf'(l.
The Yati('an vPI'sion ("olllpletel~' deforms this eadenee
ronllula, giying a B flat on whi('h we would bf' tempted to
phw(' an idu~.l
1. It does not seem to me that this term "ictus" (shock, blow, percussion) has entireh sU(Teeded in eliminatinl-( the weak points of those which it has sought to repla('e: ",tronl-( heat'·, "rhythmic accent", etc. It is the translation of the Greek
",,.,,/lsi .. , hut in (;reek music the aulos player heat the measure with his foot and the
thesis marked In' hi, heel \\'as indicated hy a considerahle noise, without, however,
a nl'(,tssarilv ,tronl-( tone at that point in the singing. The word kro/lsis, therefore,
\\'as applied to this gesture, and not exactly to the rhythm, which was defined hy
the ris<' and fall, arsi, and thesis.
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This note should not, then, be made part of the harmony. Moreover, the episematic io. will be effective if elllphasized: 2

-We note that in the following passage the 11/ is han\
seemed to slip upwards to the fa. in the faulty Yatican edition, but the accompaniment is easy (slIscipientes aI/iII/am).
'fhe fall to the low B flat of eam (same cadence in hoth Yersions) is most naturally made on the B flat ehord, inYerte(l:

1:~1j
I

r~~~~
'rhe s('ri\)(>s often ayoi(led writing- the low H nat. TIIPY
preferred to write a pi(-'('e in deut(-,nls that mig-lit n'quin' it
on ti instead of mi. rJ'hus tli(-' not(-' I~'ing- an aug-lll(-'nt.P(l fourth
lower would he fa instead of B flat (for eXaInplP. in tht>
COllllllunion Tollite hostia.'!, gig-hte(-'nth ::4ullda~' aftpr Pl'nh'cost). In the present ease, how(-'yer. tIl(-' notation on 11/ i is
the only one possible. (hl(-' to the use or a B natural in tht>
middle (which, if the tonie '1"pre transpose(] to fi natural.
would require the forhidden F sharp). ~\. simila r ('asp may
he seen in the Communion TOI/to telll)Jon:, of ~ts. Philip atHl
.James.
2. Rega;ding the performance of this formula, a frequent one in the repertnin',
see the Revue Grt'(lorirlllll', 1922, p.22+ (note 1) and 19;6, p. Ii.
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The verse is a true psalm tone, adapting itself to all
responsories of this type. First t.here is a preparatory note,
when such is useful, (prosthesis) on the dominant, then an
intonation formula, with the first recitation note on sol. The
mediant is on mi, a second authentic recitation not.e on mi,
thu8 prepared hy the drop of the mediant, with a final ca(lenee on reo Lacking text, the first recitation note is not
reall~' apparent until t.he second verse, Requiem aeternarn.
The seeond is better indieated, hut unfortunately the restored
\'e1'8ion has erroneously raised it from mi to fa. The accompaniment is easy. The mediant, influenced by the recitation
note on sol, has its cadence on the C chord: the second recitation note will also he sung' over a C cho;d, because of its
('on text. The faulty fa of the Vatiean version, however, will
tah a ehord of D minor as its harmonic support.
We note that the ehoice of the final chord in deut.erus,
.\ minor or C major, is determined in most instances hy the
illlportanee of the sol or the lao
Naturally the aecompaniment of the organ is merely tolerated during the office of the dead, but in fact, in nearly
ever~' parish thi8 toleration has become a hahit.
The ohsen'ations whieh we have just made do not toueh upon much
more than two pieces, hut the~' have a hroad scope, first for
the analysis of tritus and denterus plagal, and secondly for
the st.yle of all accompaniments, regardless of the modal type
involved. Although accompaniment cannot in any real sense
emhellish Gregorian ehant, it could, on the other hand, if
POOl', do much to destroy the heauty of a good rendition by
the singers.
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REGARDING THE CRITICAL EDITION
OF THE GRADUALE
Its Need, Advantages and Method

by Dom

~~ugene

Cardine, O.S.R.

[In articles anll ledures ove:' the ('0111'se of the past few
years we have had o('easion to mention the ('ritieal ellition
of the Gmduale whieh is being prepared by Solesmes. So
that the reader might he informed as to the seope of tlw
project, and becanse there seems to he a general lack of
understanding of what this important study really is, W~~
have deeided to reprint Dom Cardine'sfine report on the
subjeet.~~ditor's note.]

T.
For the stud~· of Gregorian ehant lllUsieologists have
today for their eonsnltation only the official edition, ('aIled
the "Vatican". Tn it we find the repertoire of liturgieal
melodies in use in the Homan Chureh, and not really a eollection of trul~T "Gregorian n ('hants. Certain pieces, in fact,
have been eliminated in the ('OlUSe of eenturies, and stillmore
important is the fad that a number of additions have he en
made whieh it is impossible to detect at first glance in any
certain way. '['he pieces of different cent.uries and different
regions, whieh therefore represent greatly differing styles,
lie in these pages side hy side and form a snare for the
uninformed reader.
Our present-day hooks have a second defect not less
serious than the first. How ('an we find in them the diffieulties of restoration, the douhtful points whieh perplexell the
editors and which were resolved for better or worse, sometimes in despair of the truth ~ These cases are lost in a host
of others, and nothing brings them to the attention of the
-21-
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researcher. Authentic neumes, probable neumes, hypothetical
neumes, all are printed in the same way. There is nothing
surprising about this, since, as we are concerned primarily
with practical editions, we cannot demand perfections which
are not available, or within their scope.
This is as much as to say that we cannot use the Vatican
edition for the compilation of any exact statistics, any definitive research. No matter what question be studied or what
point of view be adopt.ed, one is unavoidably led to mix with
the authentic cases and very certain examples, others which
are in no way certain and which increase the risk of falsifying the results of the research.
To escape such dangers, some specialists have sought to
examine the sources, and they have consulted the manuscripts
which they had at their disposal. But this is a limitation and
a reduction of the problem and not a solution for it. The
chant manuscripts, even the most ancient ones, add certain
new "twists", new ideas, to the traditional and authentic
repert.oire, here and there, which we must eliminate if we are
to avoid error. Yet, even if one could be sure of studying a
piece of the authentic repertoire, a reference to a few manuscripts, even selected ones, could not provide any certain
information. -We must know the value of these documents.
What is their relationship to the whole manuscript tradition
in general ~ Are the versions which we find in them possibly
mere deformations due to a local tradition ~ This can, of
course, lead us in a direction directly away from the truth.
-With such documents, then, as with the Vatican edit.ion, we
cannot arrive at an exact notion of the questions to be
studied.
It is therefore necessary to present musicologists with
a critical edition which will permit them to avoid these pitfalls. The first thing to do, moreover, is to clarify the various
stratifications of the present liturgical repertoire. We cannot,
in fact, study all the pieces together. The process of transmitting a Roman introit of the eighth century is not the same
as that which passes down to us an Aquitanian Alleluia of
the tenth century. Where we are concerned with compositions
-22-
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of various OrIgms, the paths of their absorption into the
repertoire are crossed and mixed in an impenetrable maze.
It seems clear that the pieces of the Roman repertoire
of the eighth century, which form what we might call "the
ancient Gregorian heritage", were passed down to us in a
single unit and have all suffered the same vicissitudes. As for
the additions which were made in the course of time to this.
original core, they became established here and there, and
were extended to general use only through the haphazard
pressure of influences which religious, monastic or political
history can reveal to us.

If, then, musicologist.s should not unduly mix these different facts together but should rather place them chronologically and geographically in as clear a fashion as possible,
this same obligation naturally imposes itself on anyone who
wishes to draw up a critical edition. r£his edition will study
first this "ancient Gregorian heritage", isolat.ed from the
rest. Then, later, in the form of monographs, we shall add
the later compositions, grouped according to their particular
attributes of time and place. We shall begin with the
Graduale, which demands such a choice because of its importance, its widespread use, the variety of its contents, and
the solidity of its tradition. It is with the Graduale alone
that we shall he concerned in the present article.

II.
The critical edition should seek to remove the obstacles
which we have just mentioned.
In it we shall include all the pieces, and only those pieces,
of the original repertoire. The few texts which have at one
time or another heen dropped from the Roman liturgy will
be restored to their traditional places, such as the introit
Justus non conturbabitur, the gradual Post(;isti Dontine and
the communion Voce mea, not to mention the vast collection
of offertory verses.
-23-
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On the other hand, we shall eliminate all the more or
le~~ reeent works, or, to put it more preeisely, all those which,
without prejudiee as to their age, do not eome from the
Homan sourees, taken as a lmsis. In this regard the service
rendered will he particularly valuahle, for although it is easy
to he on ones guard in resped to the repertoire for somewhat
reeent feasts, it is eonsiderahl~' more difficult to recognize a
suh~titution made in an aneient ~et of pieces. 'l'he offertory
of the Blessed Naerament, for example, deceives nobody, hut
is it the same for that of the feast of Nt. Stephen f The Mass
of the First Martyr is made up of authentic pieces, except
for the offertor~' Ele.rJenmf i\'hich has he en substituted for
the offertor~' In rirtutc. And on the other hand, would we
not wish to lend some order to the present ('onfusion of
.AllpTuia ven;es?
N ot onl~' \vill tIlE' authentie compositions he all presented
in the eTitical editions, but the~' will he in their original form.
\V e ~hould state immediately that this restitution has hut
l'an'l~' to be applied in regard to the Vatican edition versions.
Only a few pieces have undergohe, in the course of time,
eitlH'r additions, as in the ('ase of the offert.ory Ave Maria,
with it.s mediant phrase Dominus tecwn, or mutilations, as in
the ease of the communion PrincilJeS, which has lost its long
('onelusion. If we wish to understand the character of a work,
should we not consider it as its aut.hor has coneeived and
~haped it?

']'he third advantage of the eritieal edition will be emphain a lllueh more frefJnent manner, sinee its values will
extend to ever~' word and every note of the volume. It is,
indeed, of the ver~' greatest importanee to know whether the
word and the note whieh we happen to he studying are certified without doubt b~' the entire manuscript tradition, in
whieh ease they are sure-or whether they are support.ed by
only a part of the same tradition, for in the latter ('ase, the
value of the restoration will var~' greatl~r, a('cording to the
authority of the supporting docurnent.s. One might be able
to feel almost ahsolute certainty, or an opinion might border
on one of many degrees of prohability, or, in some cases,
fa(,pd with the division of evidence or ib; lack of darity, judg~iz.ed
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lIlent is prevented and we eannot decide on a subtle problem,
whi('h ma~' not yet he approachable ... or perhaps lIlay never
be. All these forms of h~'pothesis should be clearly stated.
An apparatus is therefore necessar~' to clarify for each case
the nature of the douht and to whatever extent ma~' be possihIe, to measure the element of prohahility.
In this wa~' musieologists will he supplied with a tool of
real value. No matter what the goal of their studies may be,
they will be able to hegin with a knowledge of the proved
fads and those which are not yet entirel~' certain. In limiting
themselves to the former, the~' will be able to draw definitive
conelusions. rfheir diagrams and statistics will have a real
meaning. As for the hypothetical fartors, it will he best to
handle them with prudence, while rarefull~' studying the scope
of probabilities. But, under such conditions, we can hope for
a I-n'eat deal as the result of patient work Comparisons will
he able to shed light on new certainties, or at least to cast an
indirect light on phenomena which have remained until now
as obscure points.

TTL
To hring this rritieal edition to a fruitful result, it will
require the gathering of suffirient dorumentation, in the form
of lllanmwripts of the Graduate itself, or of extrads of it,
sueh as the Co'ntatoriwl/, or its eomhinations with other
liturgical hooks, sueh as the Gradwlle-Sacralllentary, the full
~I il'sal, the .. Totlllll ". 'Ye eannot hope to gather all the
sourees of the aneient tradition. The~' were too numerous,
and destruetions of one kind or anothl:'r hav~' made too lllany
inroads on their enselllhll:', hut WI:' must tr~' to havl:' rl:'presl:'ntative mannseripts of all ('ountril:'s and of all I:'poques,
granting preferenc'l:' to the I:'arlier eentul'il:'s. without, howeVl:'r, s~'stelllatieall~' nl:'gll:'('ting tIl(:' later munusrripts of the
fourtl:'enth, tlftel:'nth or even the sixtl:'l:'nth (·I:'nturil:'s.
\Vith these doeulllents WI:' shall 1'1:'('Ollstruet thl:' history of
thl:' Gradwlle, showing thl:' ditrl:'rl:'nt stngl:'s of it~ I:'volutioll,
tlwir su('cession and their rl:'lationship. 'rhis will ll:'ud us to
an understanding of its original form. f<~wrything will he
- 25-
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achieved by way of comparison, using the divergent versions
provided by the various manuscripts.
On the subject of these divergencies an important relllark
must be made. vVe must take care not to treat everything on
the basis of equal importance. The conditions inherent in a
living tradition oblige us to classify them in two distinct categories: those which stern from the process of transmission
itself, and those which are merely the result of the passage
of time.
The former group includes the true "variants", similar
to those which we shall find and which we deal with in the
other areas of textual restoration. They result from modifications introduced at a specified time and in a specified document, and reproduced in copies made from that document.
They convey the relationship of a descendant to a parent,
and therefore permit the study of manuscript families and
the establishing of their "family trees". The restoration
will then be made by using the version on which the majority
of the independent" heads of families" seem to agree.
To realize its fullest potentials and to provide complete
security, the method presupposes that the variants retained
for the establishment of the lineage were the results of a
purely mechanical transmission of the tradition and that they
do not derive from an arbitrary intervention which could
upset the usual function of critical principles. If a manuscript, instead of being merely copied from another, had
drawn from several sources and created a synthesis of several traditions, it would, because of that fact alone, be able
to do nothing better than to confuse research and falsify
conclusions.
It is a similar situation in the case where a cert~in manuscript may have been modified hy a musical theorist. Indeed,
with a psychology very different from ours, and with a
systematic mind in keeping with their day, some of these
theorists of the middle ages felt no reluctance in modifying
existing points to make them conform with a preconceived
idea. The real value of this preeonceived idea is hardly of
-26-
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any importance to our present discussion. It is enough that
we know that historical fact has been tampered with and
that the regular principles of the transmission of evidence
have been negated. Systematic contamination and correction
are the two worst enemies ,ve can encounter in our work.
We must, therefore, make every eff0rt to discover and eliminate without hesitation every manuscript found to be of such
a nature.
In regard to the divergencies of the second category,
matters present themselves in an entirely different light. We
are not concerned in this instance with the occasional errors
which are perpetuated in the passing down of a document,
but with variations of practice which are the product of the
passing of time. At certain times innovations were introduced and began to spread nearly everywhere at a more or
less rapid pace. These threads of diffusion, which stenuned
from changes of taste and habit, have in themselves nothing
in common with those which created the families of manuscripts. We find all kinds of manifestations, in, for example,
the elimination of the psalm at the communion or the verses
of the offertory, or in the raising of certain recitation notes
hv the interval of a semitone. These facts reflect the laws
of liturgical and musical evolution, which special study will
be able to verify and clarify with precision.
Under these conditions, any clearly established archaicism will be brought out, even if it exists in only a very small
number of manuscripts, providing that these documents are
related to the prototype in an independent manner.
As we can see, the special treatment which each of the
two eategories requires obliges us to make a careful selection
of the observed facts. A confusion in this choice would be
a calamity.
The restoration of the Graduale is a complex task which
cannot be accomplished in a single stroke. It must be carried
out in three successive steps, according to the nature of the
subject and the logical continuity of facts.
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The mos,t ancient copies of the Graduale, from the eighth
and ninth centuries, gave only the literary texts, without
musical notation of any kind. 'faking these documents as a
basis and supporting their evidence by that of other somewhat more recent manuscripts, in order to obtain a general
comparison of all the families of manuscripts, it is easy to
arrive at an "analytical table" of the original Graduale, that
is, the list, the order and the structure of the masses which
make up the book. The unanimous agreement of consulted
documents proves the authenticit~- of a given mass or a given
piece, whereas their disagreement conveys evidence of a later
modification which must be eliminated. 'fhe editing of the
literary text of the retained pieces is achieved in the same
manner. In this way we shall arrive at the first historical
status of the Graduale.
The continuation of studies concerns the musical notation. The notation appeared toward the end of the ninth
centUl'~-, in the form of neUllH'S, and it is, therefore, a neumatic restoration which will interest us first. 'fhe neume,
moreover, is the element eOllllnon to all the types of notation,
whether diastematic or not, and it is the nemne which must,
ne('essaril~-, furnish the variants in the classifying process
we have previousl~- mentioned. In selecting melodic variations we cannot use an~- hut the diastematic manuscripts. 'fhe
most ancient and most valuahle do('uments must remain outside this part of the diseussion. '('he entire ('ritical task will
therefore first he directed at the neumes, and it will result
in the fOl"llling of a nemllatie Graduale, the seeond status of
the histol'ieal evolution.
Then and ()nl~- then shall we hegin the melodic restitution, the thinl ancl final status of this evolution. The distinetion made previonsl~- hetwf'en that whieh is the result
of tramnllission and that whieh is the produet of the
passage of tillle must now he applied with utmost accuracy. And if the solutions at this point take on a more
pronounced hn>otheti('al character - the inevitable result
of the time whieh elapsed hetween the writing of the first
neumatie mannseripts and the first manuscripts on lines -28-
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the critical apparatus will provide each problem with the
required indications.
The critical edition of the Grad'uale will make a synthesis of the results of these studies, combining these three
restorations. We shall not then have the original book in its
actual form, since mm;;ical notation was then unknown, but
we shall have something equivalent to it, since the notes and
neumes will be, for us, the means of representing the melodic
and rhythmic tradition which accompanied the prototype
when it passed from one locale to another. We say "prototype" and not "original," for the method of restoration
permits us only to arrive at the document from which are
derived, as copies, the manuscripts which we shall study.
N ow the pieces contained in the prototype must have had
very diverse origins, some ancient, some more recent, and
eertain modifications could have taken place in the lapse
of time which passed between their composition and their
introduction into the general repertoire. Here we see the
lilllitation of our method. We shall reconstruct the prototype and nothing more. A critical edition of the" original"
ma~~ be attempted later on, hut that will be through other
proeesses. Moreoyer, this extremely subtle work, which will
go hack beyond the evidence of the manuscript sources,
will have its basis in the present critical edition of the
prototype. Our present critical edition will provide that
more subtle study with its materials and, through its observation of the tiniest anomalies of composition, will provide such advanced study with its first hypothesis on many
points.
Such are the general lines of the method which we are
using, for the work we are describing has been already
underway for nine years at Solesmes. It takes into account
nearly four hundred manuscripts, dating from the ninth to
sixteenth centuries and coming from all the countries of
western Europe. The task is being handled by a whole team
of monks, in order that many viewpoints may be had, and
it moves with the greatest care possible, each step being
made twice, in order that it be carefully controlled. The
principles used, the stages of the ~peration, the difficulties
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met with and the details of the conelusions reached will he
published, in complete objectivity, so that everyone may
make his own evaluation. Our immediate goal is not of a
practical nature. We wish, first of all, to furnish a scientific basis and a working instrument adaptable to the rerearch which remains to be done. Is this not an excellent
means toward the greater understanding and appreciation
of Gregorian chant, the precious treasure of the Roman
Church?
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THE ROLE OF THE PRINCIPAL FAMIUES OF
MANUSCRIPTS IN THE RESTORATION OF
THE AUTHENTIC GREGORIAN VERSIONS
by Dom .Joseph Gajard, O.S.B.,
Choirmaster of Solesmes Abbey
The chief duty which falls to whoever would attempt
to restore an ancient text, whether this be. a matter of literature, of music, of science, or of religious of worldly content, is clearly that of discovering the original status, the
authentic form of the text, as it came from the hand of the
eraftsman or artist who created it.
It would never occur to anyone of serious intent that
a literary or musical work could have existed originally
only in the form of a series of variants proposed by the
author, among which each person might choose the one he
preferred. Obviously I am not speaking now of sketches,
remaining in a half-finished state, which the composer did
not have time to bring to detailed perfection; I am speaking
of works which tradition gives to us as having well defined
forms.

If, then, there is a single imperative requirement of
eon temporary science, this is most assuredly the one. It is
a question of going back to the sources, to all the sources,
and of utilizing everything available to obtain the authentic
and objective version of the work. No effort is too great;
no research may be neglected. We are very demanding. We
are not content with the mere results. even when clearly
established. We want to know the sources, in order that
we ourselves may observe the work being done. Scholars
sift whole libraries in search of the least indication which
woulrl permit them to clarify a point, a detail or aspect, no
matter how small. Anything which cannot justify its right
to ('onsideration is viewed as having no value.
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We know, for example, what came of the attempt by
Rimsky-Korsakov to correct the opera Boris Goudonov of
Mussorgsky, with the avowed purpose of eliminating the
harshness of awkward passages. There is hardly an artist
who does not prefer, even from the artistic point of view,
the original version of Mussorgsky, which is far more beautiful in its austerity than the glosses of its corrector.
In the liturgy, too, we realize today what we must think
of the corrections made, in the sixteenth century, in the versions of our liturgical hymns, by the Commission of four
Jesuits, who were so taken by classicism and also so intent
on avoiding errors of prosody.
Why this attitude '? The reason is very simple: it is
merely that any work, be it literary or musical, which is
worthy of this title, has more than an limited aesthetic value.
It has a profound meaning and is the bearer of a message,
and it is this very message which we must find, by means
of the signs intended to transmit it to us. If someOlle should
substantially modify these signs, the meaning itself is altered, and the work has lost its real reason for existence.
This explains, far better than a simple convention of a
school or method, the intensity with which scholars study
not only the original manuscripts, but also every document
capable of adding to knowledge of the circumstances of their
composition, their spirit, the intentions which governed their
creation in order to reproduce it and to interpret it in the
same sense as that of its conception and its creation by the
composer.
We cannot see why things should be any different in
regard to Gregorian chant. Here there is, moreover, an
additional reason for this extra care. Besides "that mysterious marvel," of which Dom Mocquereau spoke, ' 'for
which the notes, groups of neumes, words, texts and all
the rhythmic and dynamic signs are only means, I mean
to say real, true sense of the musical composition, that
which ,in our day we call the genius of the work," (Paleographie Musicale, Volume XI, p. 19), we also sense in it
the living spirit of our forefathers, their emotions and super-32-
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natural awareness; we actually communicate with their spirituality. "These chants are sacred, do not tamper with
them," Dom Delatte has said. "The anonymous work of
artists who were saints has given us the treasure of these
formulas, which are the purest and the most expressive
which human art has found for speaking to God . . . These
are men who have brought intellectual clarity to such a
point that we cannot explain these things which they have
explained, except in a more extended and less precise
lnanner."
This, too, is the directive set forth by St. Pius X in his
Motu Proprio of April 25, 1904, for the workers whom he
called together for the purpose of publishing an edition of
the Graduale and Antiphonale which would be as perfect as
possible, the Vatican edition: "The Gregorian melodies,"
he said, "will be restored in their integrit.y and purity according to the fidelity of the most ancient manuscripts."
What he wished to restore to the Catholic Church is obviously its traditional chant, the original and authentic
version of the melodies, and not an approximate version, regardless of what such an approximate version might have
as artistic or paleographic rights.
I must apologize for seeming to go on unnecessarily,
but not very long ago I heard the expression of all sorts
of strange theories which were being proposed for acceptance. According to one, there would not be a single
authentic version of the ancient melodies, having the right
to take precedence over all others, but merely a number of
"dialects," with, for each one, equal right to existence with
the others. We were told that there were German, French,
Italian dialects, and others.
This is obviously a playing with words, and without
going into the stranger aspects of such a theory, the manuscripts themselves provide its most decisive refutation. In
general, we find in the manuscripts a very impressive agreement, oft.en a unanimity, particularly for the ancient pieces
of the repertoire, those of the so-called Golden Age, which
we can consider as forming the original basis. Naturally I
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am not now considering the smaller details, of lesser importance to the meaning of the work, if not to the paleography, as, for example, here or there, the question of the
use of a liquescent note. 1 am concerned for the moment
only with the main substance of the melody, in its general
lines and in its characteristic details. Once we have thus
recognized and restored the primitive version according to
the most severe critical principles, it goes without saying that
the more extensive variants observed in one or another of
the manuscripts cannot be considered as stemming from a
different "dialect." These are alterations, nothing more.
Let us state frankly that the~' are eorruptions of the lllel()d~~,
and as such, they should he unhesitatingly rejected.
Yet let us stress the fact that an intelligent critical
judgment is vital. It happens that in certain very clear
cases of certain important .melodic characteristics, that is,
affecting the very character of the piece, a slip has occurred
at a relatively early point in the development of the tradition. Remember that diastematic manuscripts, that is to
say, those which convey t.he melodic intervals, did not appear
until quite late, a long time after the composition of the melodies, and that it is therefore not surprising that serious
modifications should have taken place, under the influence
of causes which it is not, however, always eas~T t.o determine.
Yet Providenee has provided that the true version has gen~
erally been preserved in a privileged and isolated spot, and
with characteristics which make it possihle to say with certainty that we have in sueh a case the original and ohjeetive
version, and not merely a loeal variant. 'l'hus we note that
it is not so much the quantity as the quality of the sources
which we must watch for, if we wish to be truly objective:
non numerandi, sed ponderandi.
We may even say that in this regard each family of
manuscripts has its own characteristics. Let us consider
just a few typical cases:
1. In the question of recitation notes and modal eadences, notably in the third and fourth modes, the
Aqnitanian, and still more strongly, the Beneventan
manuscripts are absolutely indispensable.
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2. To determine the quality of the not.e B, in certain
difficult cases, the German manuscripts are among
the best.
3. In regard to the authentic general line, in the notso-rare case of real ehrollluticislll, even though it be
hidden, it is very often the Anglo-Norman manuscript.s which are the onl~' useful ones.
Let us discuss each of these points in turn. Obviously
I ('annot give you in these pages a demonstration with supporting documents. 1 ('an onl~' set forth a few important
explanations.

I. Recitation Notes and Modal Cadences
in the Third and Fourth Modes
This is not a new question. It would seem, moreover,
that there is no point in dis('ussing it further, since it has
heen so often written ahout, and, llIoreover, in ~n apparently
i lTefutahle manner. Yet \ve should mention it, because of
its illlportanee, sinee we are ohliged to recognize that the
Yati('an edition leaves a great deal to he desired on this
point.
']'he deuterns group (third and fourth modes) has as
its essential notes, if we eOlllpare it with the modern scale,
g and R natural. On these notes are formed most of the
reeitations and ('ailenees. rrhis special importance, and in
partieular this ('adential value, hoth of which are attrihuted
to these degrees of the seale whieh fall a semitone above a
higher note, and for that reason often used in our modern
s~'stem to precede HlP tonie and t.o lead to it ("leading
tone"), are hig-}J1~' charaeteristie and confer on this deuterus group a yer~' speeial ('oIOT" which distinguishes it
elearl~' from our modern major and minOT" modes. rrhere is
something discreet, reserved, (leli('ate and withdrawn ahout
this group whieh it is difficult to overlook. rrhis is a further reason, it \\"ou1(1 seem, for maintaining it faithfully.
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Now it is a fact that most of the manuscripts noted with
staff lines, even the older ones, give in to this "attraction"
of the quasi-leading tone to the not.e a half-tone above, which
later led to the formation of our modern major scale, and
slip the original notes upward to this higher note, often
giving a C where there should be a B, an F for an E, and
even a B flat for an A. Naturally we are speaking of comparative intervals, not necessarily the true pitch of our performance.
Of all, or nearly all the manuscripts on lines (or the
diastematic ones), only the Aquitanian and Beneventan, in
particular, have remained faithful to the original versions.
Faced with the relatively small number of these document.s
compared with the rest of the manuscript tradition, and perhaps still more influenced by a fear of upsetting the habits
of the modern ear, many Gregorian scholars have been led
to believe that this is a local variant, interesting, perhaps,
but really only local, belonging to a certain church, hut
which has no right to take precedence over another version
. . . in sum, merely a different" dialect."
Unfortunately for such persons, this is a point of view
which, paleographically and scientifically, cannot be supported. In the very case which we are about to examine,
the Beneventan version, far from being a local variant, is
clearly the universal, authentic and original version, as is
proved by the evidence of the ancient manuscripts in pure
neumes, the St. Gall, Metz, Chartres documents, etc., which
are the basis of scientific research, and also by evidence of
the principles of Latin philology. If we take, as examples,
only the St. Gall script.s, which are German, with their
system of punctums and virgas, we find it impossible to
transcribe them without the aid of the Beneventan manuscripts. Volume XIV of the Paleographie Musicale has already given a demonstration of this point. Volume XV
establishes it clearly with an abundance of proof.
Moreover, it seems that there is certainly no loss of
artistic qU::flity.
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Here is a typical example. It is the beginning of the
antiphon Nigra sum, of feasts of the Blessed Virgin, as it is
given b~' a number of German manuscripts, and also as it is
derived from the careful crit.ical stud~· of sources:
German manuscripts:

C::::
~.

-
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t-ll---~-----I:I---""-~

Nigra sum, sed formosa,

H-Ii-ae

J~rusalem

:

Authentic version:

~C=~.=;.==··~~~_·__.~,==·~.E.2'~.~.~_~~==~.~!'~.~i•.=11~~~
German manuscripts:
,

*
*
c·.
~
.. ....

~

fde-o di-Iexit me Rex,
Authentic version:

C • ••

•

••
I

•

i:t=

·Without making a choice, it is nevertheless permissible
to acknowledge that one is worth more than the other from
the point of view of musical quality. Different dialects ~
Of course not! On one hand we have a jewel of suhtlety,
and on the other, an unfortunate corruption.
Although, happily, the Vatican edition does not go to
such extremes in this question of cadences and modal recitations, we must realize that it is seriously defective, both
Graduale and Antiphonale. The corrections to he made are
numbered in the hundreds, if not in the thousands. The
Monastic Antiphonale of 1934, as well as the publication of
l\Iatins of Holy eek and of Christmas, restored the modal
cadences and recitations in every instance. Comparison is,
therefore, possible, and it is eloquent. Let us compare, for
example, the two versions of the beginning of the introit
Reminiscere:

,¥
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Vatican version:

**

• n;

I • •.

Remi-niscere

".n;r-.

fI •·

*

*

... ~ tt• . ar.jff

mi- se-ra-ti-o-num tu-

a-rum Domi- ne.

Authentic version:

~~-:--J~ rc:fI •· ".li/ted; .. 1:
II. The Nature of the B
This is another question which, although it may not
actually affect the modal line in some cases in any real
sense (it does have a ver~' important influence in certain
cases), is nonetheless of a ver~' great importance in the
aesthetic values and inner meaning of our melodies.
In many cadences, for example, those of the third,
fourth, fifth and first modes, the nature of the B offers a
very real prohlem: is it a B natnral or a B flat'? Tn many
cases the Vati('an edition has ehosen what we may ('all the
line 'of least resistance. Tt has inserted the B flat because
of the proximity of an]<' natural, this being done to avoid
the famous tl'itone. This is another example of deference
for the hahits of the modern ear!
To what extent is it justifiablef Obviously, except for
the question of melodic formulas or patent phrases, it is
impossible to lay down a priori rules. This is a matter of
separate cases. \Vhat we must admit, however, is that the
prohlem is not always too clear, and most of the time the
evidence of the manuscripts is disappointing.
Many of the manuscripts must be immediately discarded
because of their negligence in inserting the flat, or in
omitting it where it should be included. In other cases,
there is some sort of indication at the beginning of the staff,
something like a key signature, but does it hold good for the
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entire line f The use of the natural sign is so rare that it
eannot be presumed as either absent or implied. Still worse,
even in explieit notation we must sometimes be on guard.
It is not rare t.o find very elearly noted flats in plaees where
it is possible to prove that the natural is required, and vice
versa. This is certainly one of the greatest difficulties
which the restoration ;f the Gregorian melodies has eneountered.
Fortunately, we are not complet.ely laeking in informative sources. I shall merely mention here the evidence of
the German manuseripts, which is particularly useful, preeisely because of that tendancy which I noted previously and
which is more pronounced in the German scripts than in the
others, that is, the raising of t.he B, E or A to the note lying
a semitone higher. It is very remarkable, and this is a fact
of experience, verified over hundreds of well-established
points, that in the case of the B natural, they usually give a
C, whereas in the case of a real B flat, they give a B, most
of the time without indication of its nature as flat or natural.
For example, let us examine the introit Lux fulgebit of
the Dawn Mass of Christmas:
Vatican version:

i

;fa::

bI*

II.

;_~_~.,.ii"i
I'

•. I~
_ ·

II.

I

I_~

Lux fulge- bit h6- di- e su- per nos: qui-a natus est
Authentic version:

•. I
Vatican version:

I,.

C• N b*

ii"i •.

nobis D6-mi- nus.
Authentic version:

c• ~

I t+

ii"i
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At the cadence of the first two phrases the Yatiean
edition has given a B flat, which eauses a modulation to the
protus group (second mode), completely changing the ehal'actel' of the passage. Now sing the authentic version, with
the B natural, in the tetrardus group (eighth mode), as it
is indirectl~· revealed to us hy the German manuscripts,
Graz 807, 'rreves 2154, etc. How much lighter it is, more
vital and wholl~' in character with the atmosphere of joy
ancI hrightness of this heautiful mass!
Again, listen to the verse melodies of
Responsories, with their bright B natural.
pression of light and fullness, which is the
the B natural, partielllarly when it comes
F natural:

the first mode
It gives an imusual effect of
soon after the

*

• ill\! .'

G16-ri-a

Patri, et Fl-li-

0,

Sing, too, the Sub'IJenite, in the version given by the Vatican edition and then in that of the monastic edition. You
will then see what result is ohtained by the combination of
two points which we have just discussed: the restoration
of the fourth mode recitation on g instead of F and the B
natural in the cadence instead of the antimodal B flat. We
have in one case the authentic Gregorian version, and on
the other the same piece, but altered and corrupted:
Vatican version:

;

* * *

*

it.' . rtI·

1 .' • • ra
Subve-nl-te Sancti De- i,

• 1\

Mo~astic

*

1
occur- rite

• -

rtI J

Ange-

version:

L:::
_

*

I bhI • .' t

!\II •.

I

--------'• .ra ....... I;_ 1._• -.-.1. ~ rFIHl
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Vatican version:

h±
~r"
Ii

i

,..

~:F

D6mi- ni.

Monastic version:

III. The Case of Hidden Chromaticism
This is another point. 1,Ve have been repeatedly told
that there is no chromaticism in Gregorian chant. As far
as direct, and if 1 may say, brutal chromaticism, through
the direct progression of three semitones, such a.s E, F,
F sharp, G, no, of course not! But how about the case of a
hidden chromatieisml These cases are not rare, we must
admit. To be sure, this ehromaticism is often aehieved very
discreetly, with so much art and subtlety that frequently we
do not sense it until after having heard it. It is nonetheless
real, and often of very fine effect. Each of the phrases is
Iliatonic; it is their eombination which produces chroma tic.ism.
'rhe most (,Ollllllon case is that whieh consists of the establishment of two different modal seales on the same tonie,
()\. the same degree of the staff. Here, for example, is the
introit Exaudi Domine of the Sunday within the Octave of
the Ascension:

* *

..

-=i+. .
~.I ~ •
Exaudi, * Do- mine,

fA« .. I ~.
]u-

1

--l......-:...-••- - - . . 1
...
...-..--

~

.,...
11

=.

~

..

vocem me- am, qua clamavi ad te,

* *
--I'fZ4••~g-

.. _.

ia: tibi dixit cor me- urn.
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In this introit the tonic la, equivalent for purposes of
discussion to our modern A, is followed first by a B flat,
and later on by a B natural, giving rise to deuterus and protus successively, on the same degree, with the specific color
which is peculiar to each of these two modal groups. Let
us repeat, the case of this sort of thing is quite frequent in
the repertoire.
In spite of its frequency, this kind of thing caused the
ancient scribes some enormous difficulties. For as long as
the scribes had available only pure neumes, in campo aperto,
which gave nothing more than the general line, without intervals, there was no problem. But after the invention of the
staff, when it became necessary to relate the ancient neumes
to fixed lines, and then to notate precise intervals, without
being able to call on the use of accidentals, sharps or
flats, the transcription of these chromatic melodies posed
what seemed to be insurmountable problems. We find that
scribes, in despair of solutions to the problem, raised or
lowered whole lines of music the distance of a tone or so,
in order to avoid the forbidden sharps or flats, without,
however, warning the reader about it. This, obviously, substantially altered the melody in question.
Permit me to cite as an example a transcription made
a long time ago by Dom Pothier in the ReU1te d1t Chant
Gregorien of the beautiful responsory of the feast of St.
Agnes, Amo Christum. In this case he lowered an entire
phrase of this wonderful melody by the interval of a whole
tone.
The only solution was, therefore, not to notate the piece
in the usual position on the scale, selected according to the
mode by which the piece begins, but rather to select a position on the scale where the flexibility of the B, which may
be either flat or natural, can serve the best purpose.
Let us look again at the introit Exaudi Domine. It begins in deuterus. Try writing it in the usual position, on E.
The first notes will then be E,
D and G. You will be
obliged, however, to use an F sharp at the modulation to

F"
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protus on the words cor meu,m, which is a forbidden accidental. The only solution is notation with a tonic on A,
which permits us to move from a semi tone to a whole tone
through the moveable B.
The solution is simple, you may say. Surely, but so
was that of Columbus for standing an egg on end! Someone
must think of it first! In fact, in a great many cases we
shall find that the Anglo-Norman manuscripts are, in this
instance, the most flexihle. Often we cannot get along without their evidence.
I have mentioned the responsory Amo Chris tum. If I
may be permitted to bring personal experience into the discussion, since I had the task of restoring this piece myself
some time ago for the edition of the Responsoriale, let me
say that I sat for hour after hour before the comparative
chart, unable to find my way through the confusion of pages
of various versions transcribed from the manuscripts. Each
scribe had shifted the melody upward or downward at the
point where he had thought that the least damage might be
incurred. It was only after many reflections and attempts,
and finally hy a decision to begin with the end of the piece
and restore it working backwards, that I arrived at a solution, with considerahle pleasure, and I may say, fascination
with the heauty of the melody, which, in the light of the
English manuscripts, turned out to he the original, authentic
version.
I shall further cite, among others, two antiphons of
the Mandatum for which we never know the right key to be
used in performance, since either the antiphon or the verse
is always too low or too high, depending on our choice.
These are the antiphons Postquam sunexit Dominus a coena
and Si ego Dominus, both marked as fourth mode. The study
of the comparative tables is absolutely discouraging. W~
find each of these two pieces noted in the eighth mode,
seventh mode, fourth mode, third mode and even the first
mode, depending on the manuscript. Each scribe accomplishes a tour de force to bring the piece to a suitable conclusion. In reality, it would seem that these are antiphons
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in the first mode, with verseR in the seventh, hut we must
study them seriously i'\till more before deciding on the scale
in which to write them. Without the English manuscripts
it would be absolutely impossible to re<liscover what we can
consider to be the authentic version.
Let us add that these melodies which contain latent
chromaticism by virtue of the unexpected modulations which
they contain are often among the lllost heautiful of the
repertoire, and it would he t.oo had to alter them. 1 shall
give just one example, a wry short antiphon, in which the
combination of chromatic modulation and modal cadence,
already discussed above, literally transform the character
of the piece. This example is the antiphon of the Benedictu8
for the Fourth Runday after ~~piphany: Ascendente .JeS1l
in naviculum:
Vatican version:

'C*

b:

-------'*--

~~_~~_._~; .. I
Ascendente

* Je-su

in na-vl-culam.

Monastic version:
~-.----------

~ ~"T- ~

.., .U~t

This is a sixth mode pIeee. 'rhe Vatican A ntiphonale
gives it on fa, in the mmal way, whieh provides a leading-tone type of eadence at the eadenee of nal-iculum, the podatm;
and punctum, mi-fa-fa. Moreover, at the intonation the Vatiean edition retains the ven;ion of most of the manuscripts,
German and others, maintaining the B flat where there
should he an A, the phenomenon we mentioned earlier. The
Vatiean melody gives fa-svl-la-t'i tlat- ti flat, whieh gives the
effeet of a leading-tone l"elationi'\hip.J1'rom long study we
know that this lea<ling-tone effect is contrary, in principle,
so to speak, to Oregorian lllodality. It gives an impression
of falseness and painful spntimentality.
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The Monastic Antiphonary, in conformity with the true
tradition, has carefully retained the podatus of the cadence
of navicu,lum, which is excellent. But, since the piece is now
transcribed on do, the podatus has become ti flat- do, a whole
tone movement below the tonic, according to the principles
of the purest Gregorian modality. rrhen, too, at the intonation the B flat of the last syllable of Ascendente has been
lowered, in conformity with the Beneventan manuscripts and
that of Hartker, to the A, a semitone below. Thus it avoids
the two leading-tone effects, and in their place we have
authentic Gregorian formulas. Let us sing them!
Two equal "dialects," shall we say~ Of course not;
these are the original work and corrupted versions.
I have spoken of chromatic modulation. This is to say,
in fact, that anyone who hears this monastic version without
having the printed music before him will hear it as written
on fa, as is usual for the sixth mode, a notation which usually
includes a semi tone interval below the tonic. When then,
the whole tone of navicul1tm, ('ompletely unexpected, strikes
the ear, it sounds like an E flat. This is a real chromaticism,
although the notation is diatonic.
I must stop here, having already been too long on these
matters. The conclusion, a brief one, is that all the families
of manuscripts have some importance. We must neglect
none of these sources, for it is only by consulting all of them
that we have a chance of rediscovering the original version,
. . . not a local variant, but the universal, primitive and
authentic version, the one which should be the only goal of
anyone who has the honor of working toward the restoration
of the inestimable treasure of sung prayer to the Church.
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